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COMPANY
DIRECTORS
Lina Ayoubi - Elected June 2019
Megan Best - Elected June 2018
Kate Bradford - Elected June 2019
Eric Cave - Re-elected June 2017
James Cox - Elected June 2017
Peter Devenish-Meares - Elected June
2018
Lindsay Dewberry - Term ended June
2019

Paul Hammat - Re-elected June 2019,
resigned February 2020
Sherrie Jordan - Elected June 2019
Elias Kambouropoulos- Elected June
2018
Dianna Muir- Elected June 2019 past
Board Member
Jean Shannon - Elected June 2019
John Van Beveren - Elected June 2018

Board members in 2019: (From left) Elias Kambouropoulos, Eric Cave, Kate Bradford, Sherrie Jordan, John Van Beveren,
Paul Hammat, Jean Shannon, Megan Best, Dianna Muir, Peter Devenish-Meares, Harriet Ziegler (Executive Officer), James
Cox, Lina Ayoubi not pictured.
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WELCOME

I hope you will enjoy reading about the work of
your organisation, Spiritual Care Australia, during
the calendar year 2019 and the first few months
of 2020.
Upon the resignation of Paul Hammat in February
2020, I agreed to step into the position for a
short time. Of course, Covid-19 has affected
many facets of SCA and, without our national
Conference, Board elections and reorganisation
have been impacted.
The work you do and support in spiritual care is
more esteemed than ever. Thank you for your
participation in our professional organisation.

We are moving into the
new decade with
strength of purpose.
I have every confidence that together,
we will do so, and I welcome your
engagement with the Annual Report of
our organisation.
Dianna Muir
SCA National President 2020

We want SCA to provide you with the direction
you require to be an effective professional and to
make your membership the valuable credential
that you need in today’s workforce.
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PRESIDENT'S
REPORT
This report is being written whilst Australia is still grappling with Covid-19. As spiritual carers, we
are being called on as perhaps never before as the whole community feels the anxiety and
uncertainty this pandemic has caused. I become even more convinced that spiritual care is an
‘essential service’ – and will continue to be far into the future.
This was obvious at the successful 2019 Conference in Melbourne when two organisations – each
offering a different and important ‘essential spiritual care service’ – were honoured with the Best
of Care Team Award. St Vincent’s Healthcare Melbourne, Pastoral and Spiritual Care Team and The
Royal Perth Hospital Centre for Wellbeing and Sustainable Practice team were both nominated for
Best of Care Spiritual Care team category. When assessing the nominations, it was obvious to the
assessing committee that both teams were worthy of the Best of Care team award, therefore
each of the teams was awarded a Best of Care Team Award for 2019.
Despite this kind of leadership in the field, the past few years have been challenging for many of
our colleagues in spiritual care. Some organisations have cut back their commitment to quality,
professional spiritual care. For Spiritual Care Australia, this has led to a loss of some long-time
stalwart members and a disheartening effect for others. Several of our branches have struggled
to maintain workable committees and have gone into a formal or informal recess.
Your National Board has looked for ways to assist the local expression of SCA and began a review
of Branch management arrangements. A working paper prepared by James Cox and a team of
interested parties was developed into a draft policy: Establishment and Management of SCA Hubs.
The draft policy was disseminated prior to the 2019 Conference, feedback was accepted at
Conference and thereafter, and a final draft with changes following feedback was accepted by the
Board in July. Once the policy was in practice, the Board realised a few minor modifications were
required which resulted in the October 2019 version now on the website.
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The policy outlines a basic structure for Spiritual Care Australia hubs or groups (the new
designations for branches) which has less onerous responsibilities for local leadership.
Financial arrangements will be maintained by SCA’s Association managers who will also assist with
communications with members and others. A significant addition to the policy is also the
enhanced relationship between the Board and hubs/groups – a Board member will be responsible
to communicate with a specific hub/group/branch on a regular basis to ensure that their needs
are directly understood and addressed by the Board.
Through the work of our Executive Officer, Harriet Ziegler, the Board has been encouraging
quality professional development programs in specific areas to assist members and to revive
branches/hubs. Several seminars were arranged in various places across the country which have
seen promising attendance and interest in reviving local expressions of Spiritual Care Australia.
I am grateful to Board members who have picked up extra responsibilities. It is especially
pleasing that Dr Megan Best is now representing Spiritual Care Australia on the Joint Research
Council. This international council, assembled by the Transforming Chaplaincy organisation, is an
international and multidisciplinary group guiding research into spiritual care. I also am grateful to
Dr Heather Tan of Spiritual Health Association who represented SCA on the JRC for some years,
and now represents Spiritual Health Association, thus doubling the number of Australian
representatives.
Over many years, Eric Cave has served the Board and the membership extremely well as the
Membership Registrar, giving many hours of his time to ensuring that membership criteria are
appropriately met.
In late 2019 it became clear to me personally that it was time for me to step aside as a director
and to resign from the Board, which I did in February 2020. The past few years have been heavy
in many ways with significant responsibilities with SCA, and growing work commitments with my
employer – The Royal Children’s Hospital – among other aspects of life. I remain committed to
Spiritual Care Australia, its goals and its place in the sector. I will continue to be an active
member. However, as of February 2020, I relinquished my roles on the Board. I have enjoyed
serving in these roles over the years and look forward to being part of Spiritual Care Australia in
different ways into the future. I am confident that, as I step aside, SCA is in good hands.
For the first time in many years, the Board had a full complement of directors (12) following the
election of directors at the 2019 conference. This gives a strength and vitality that make me
confident about the future of our organisation. Please give your full support to your new
president, Dianna Muir, and to all the other members. I thank all of them and you, the members,
for the pleasure of working with SCA.
Paul Hammat
SCA National President 2019
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EO'S
REPORT
I begin by thanking the members of the Board and
you, the members of SCA. Your Board works hard on
your behalf and takes a real interest in the work of
practitioners, though they are not all practitioners
themselves. I want particularly to single out Paul
Hammat, who retired as President during the year, for
his support and encouragement. Dianna Muir stepped
into the breach created by Paul’s retirement and has
served you and encouraged me brilliantly.
I work closely behind the scenes with two other Board
members who do an enormous amount – our
treasurer, Elias Kambouropoulos, and our membership
registrar, Eric Cave. Eric’s resignation, which becomes
effective at this AGM, will leave a real gap in the
Board. Thank you to him and to Elias, and to all the
Board members, and to all the members of SCA.
Having said I would serve as Executive Officer
temporarily for six months from September 2018, I
have found myself agreeing in stages to stay on until
December 2020. However, it is my desire to retire
before then and the Board is in the process of
searching for a new Executive Officer.

Our principal objective
during the period
under review has been
to ensure that SCA is a
vibrant professional
membership
organisation offering
value to its members
and a credential of
which they can be
proud.

In two days per week, much can be achieved but
there is always more to be done.
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Toward that end, I have engaged the following strategies:
Encouraging and supporting members and prospective members through the SCA News, mass
e-mailings, individual correspondence and a Facebook group
Assisting branches in organising some events as well as revitalisation of the WA branch
Working with the 2019 and 2020 Conference committees
Developing a working relationship with our new association manager, The Association
Specialists (TAS)
·Working with TAS on migration of our data to a new, more user-friendly database (a work
still in progress)
Working with Eric Cave and TAS to ensure that membership applications are reviewed and
approved in a timely manner
·Aware that the Board, the membership, and employers are seeking a more robust
certification process, working to update our membership classes and continuing to work on
the certification project with Spiritual Health Association (formerly Spiritual Health Victoria)

Conference 2019 and 2020
The June 2019 Conference in Melbourne was a highlight for me and I believe for most who
attended. We enjoyed the assistance for the first time of a professional conference organiser,
Jane Murray of Corporate Vision Events. She knew many ‘tricks’ of the Conference trade that we
did not. The Catholic Leadership Centre in East Melbourne proved to be an excellent location.
Whilst we had an excellent turn-out, higher expenses meant that we did not achieve the same
financial result to support SCA as previously. It is not possible to achieve the same level of
income whilst adding more expenses and keeping registration levels at previous years’ levels.
However, without professional assistance, we will not be able to provide the kind of Conference
you expect, judging from the feedback. Attracting more sponsorship and raising the registration
costs slightly are the two most obvious solutions.
Another potential solution is to work with an organisational member who has a suitable venue.
Sydney Adventist Hospital (‘the San’) offered its Education Centre for the 2020 Conference and
planning began with an excellent Conference committee chaired by Steve Stephenson of the San.
Other members were Kym Cross, Christine Hennequin, Dianna Muir, Julie Telford, Carolyn
Ricketts, Jane Murray and me (both ex officio).
As the Covid-19 pandemic unfolded, it became clear that our Conference could not go ahead and
the membership was notified on 30 March that Conference had been postponed until 20-23 June
2021 at the same place. We all felt great sadness in making this decision but it was the only
choice possible. We are exploring other professional development options, including partnerships
with US organisations, for our members.
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Opportunities awaiting the next EO
For the future, I hope that the next Executive Officer, with assistance from a capable spiritual
care educator or practitioner, can give major attention to the EAEAG – the Equivalences and
Education Advisory Group – recommendations. This group was given excellent support by my
predecessor, Nalissa Maberly, and completed its work in October 2017. The territory it covered –
how to achieve suitable educational pathways for people wanting to go into spiritual care – is still
vital. I have attended several roundtable discussions with Melbourne providers, have had
conversations with some in NSW and WA, but much more work is needed.
In addition, the important project begun in 2019 on review of certification and a pilot project
around a more rigorous certification process for health practitioners, has received less attention
from Spiritual Health Association and SCA than we had wished due to competing priorities. We
are far from reaching our projected targets. This project needs to be reactivitated.
Instead, the SCA Board and I have undertaken a review of our membership classes – clarifying
the evidence required for each class and drafting potential changes to our membership classes to
better reflect the growing professionalism of spiritual care. Our next step is to consult the
membership in various ways. Down the track, some amendments likely are needed to the SCA
Constitution.

Branch/Hub/Group health
A silver lining to the dark cloud of Covid-19 has been the widespread adoption of video
conferencing technology. Whilst we are tired of it at the moment, it has shown us a way forward
for our local groups. It is no longer necessary for a branch/hub/group to gather its members in
one place to host a PD session or even a networking event. As Paul has said in his report, some
of our branches are still struggling. The next EO will need to continue giving attention to ways to
nurture all our members, whether they have a local branch, and ways to help the branches make
good use of the technologies available.
You, the members of SCA, are a blessing to your workplaces and to each other. Having been one
of you, I have been grateful to work on your behalf. Thank you for the opportunity.
Harriet Ziegler
SCA Executive Officer
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BRANCH
REPORTS
ACT / Southern NSW
The ACT Branch of the Association was formally in recess during 2019. However, Chris Murray
agreed to act as the contact person for local members with the hope of supporting or coordinating
some local training and events. During 2019, workplace-based training was undertaken by Calvary,
John James and Canberra hospitals and many members were included. This does not cover all
members and Chris and those working with him hope to broaden these opportunities in the future.
A major event was planned for September 2020 with Michael Paterson speaking on contemporary
spiritual care practices. Michael is the Director of The Institute of Pastoral Supervision &
Reflective Practice in Scotland. The SCA Board had released money from the Branch Development
Fund to support the program.. Sadly, due to the Covid-19 crisis, Michael’s visit to Australia has been
postponed. The plan is to reschedule this event for Michael’s next visit.
Chris encourages members who have any ideas or suggestions for events to please get in touch
with him at chris.murray@homemail.com.au.

NSW - Sydney
The Sydney hub was in a redevelopment phase during 2019. Distances both in Sydney and in NSW
in general have made PD and other events challenging in the past. NSW hubs with a smaller
geographic focus (such as the Hunter) have been more active. Board member James Cox had a few
responses to a letter late in 2019 seeking expressions of interest for a core of people to revitalise
the Sydney group. The use of webinar and video conferencing technology during the COVID-19
restrictions offers some good opportunities for the future. People wanting to get
involved are encouraged to contact James at jamancox@gmail.com.
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NSW – Hunter Valley
The Hunter Hub has had a successful year meeting six times between May 2019 and May 2020
with consistent numbers of attendees and rich professional development sessions. The Hub
utilised Webinars and Zoom technology successfully and with good outcomes this year. The Hub
remains a vibrant, engaging and supportive group. Hub champions are Carolyn Nichols and Tony
Hassett. Contact the hub via Anthony.hassett@calvarymater.org.au
Professional Development days were hosted by the Pastoral Care Department, Calvary Mater
Newcastle. Meetings 2.5 hours except May 20 - 1.5 hours
Hub Meeting 16 May 2019 (13 in attendance)
Speaker (Webinar): Ewan Kelly, Programme Director for Healthcare Chaplaincy and Spiritual Care,
NHS Scotland, presenting Pastoral Care: Fundamental Features (Pastoral Care Conference 2017,
Church of Scotland, webinar) followed by group discussion. (60 minutes)
Peer Supervision: Hospice case study verbatim presented by Hub member (60 minutes)
Hub Meeting 15 August 2019 (14 in attendance)
Speaker: Carolyn Nichols, Pastoral Practitioner, Calvary Mater Newcastle presenting illuminating
the intangible - conceptualizing caring for the spirit (60 minutes)
Journal Article review: Learning by Heart: Teaching care of the spirit in palliative care education
(2003). Mgt. Byrne National Palliative Care Conference and group discussion. (60 minutes)
Spiritual Care Week celebration, 24 October 2019 (17 in attendance)
Café breakfast celebration and spiritual care week theme reflection (90 minutes)
Hub Meeting 29 November 2019 (11 in attendance)
Speaker: Tony Hassett, Pastoral Practitioner, Calvary Mater Newcastle
presenting Models of Chaplaincy, Pastoral Care and Spiritual Care – A reflective
tool (60 minutes)
Peer Supervision: Disability service case study verbatim presented by Hub member, End
of Life and Bereavement Care in Disabilities Services (60 minutes)
Hub Meeting 12 February 2020 (12 in attendance)
Speaker (Webinar): J. William Worden (PhD, ABPP) presenting Multiple Losses: Strategies
for supporting people experiencing bereavement overload (Australian Centre of Grief and
Bereavement webinar) and group discussion. (120 minutes)
Hub Meeting 20 May 2020 (17 in attendance)
Zoom Meeting Session
Speaker: Rev Roger Zohrab, Coordinator of Pastoral Care, The John Hunter Hospital, presenting
The Place of Courage in Pastoral Care and group discussion (60 minutes)
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Queensland
Things were quiet for the Queensland hub for most of 2019. Board member Peter DevenishMeares organised a PD event combined with a planning meeting in October 2019. This was
followed by a PD event with three speakers in February 2020 attended by approximately 15. A
small committee is working with Peter to plan for the post-COVID-19 world and wanting to
expand offerings to embrace more sectors, such as defence, community, aged care, housing and
emergency services. The improved uptake of digital learning and conferencing will assist the
Queensland group to reach a wider geographical group going forward. People
wanting to get involved can contact Peter at devenip@hotmail.com

South Australia
SCA South Australia has been in abeyance for an extended period. In 2019, sufficient interest
was noted and tentative steps made in regard to recommencing an SCA presence in South
Australia. Board member Dianna Muir took the lead.
Quality professional development was mooted and two events held in 2019 – Pádraig Ó Tuama on
Conflict in the workplace and Russell Armstrong on Dignity Therapy. Both were well received and
well attended. Promotion by various entities and the Church denominations, resulted in many non
SCA members attending from a wide range of sectors.
In 2020 five events were planned, with two actually being held – Christine Hennequin spoke
about the importance of documentation and Pádraig Ó Tuama on the Spiritualty of the Spiritual
Carer. Unfortunately all other events for 2020 have been cancelled due to COVID 19.
A questionnaire was sent to all in attendance for the O’Tuama event in March 2020. Questions
incorporated gave room for SCA members to indicate their interest to serve on organising
committee for planned Hub in South Australia. From the results, it is anticipated that a cross
section of faith representatives from various Spiritual Care sectors will commence the nominated
process for a South Australian Hub to be established. Contact person is Dianna Muir at
dianna.muir@sa.gov.au
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Tasmania
The Tasmania branch continues to benefit from an experienced leadership team of President:
Brad Taylor; Secretary: Carmel Fader; Treasurer: Eric Cave; and members: Paul Hueston and
Belinda Clarke. Richard Edwards retired from the committee at the end of 2019, leaving with our
grateful thanks! Other generational change is expected in the near future. Contact person is
Carmelfader@gmail.com.
Professional Development
7 February: Spirituality in our Changing World: A Day of Inspiration and Renewal – Ireland’s
Pádraig Ó Tuama
Sixty-eight people attended a day organised by SCA (Tas) and jointly sponsored with Uniting
Church Australia (Tas). Feedback: “It was so rich, grace filled and thought provoking… and there
was so much for us to take away and chew on in terms of our private lives and our professional
practice.”
11 April and 7 May: Shining the Light: Documenting Pastoral /Spiritual Care
The focus of this workshop was ‘best practice’ in the area of documentation. Attendees viewed a
video from the 2018 SCA National Conference presented by the Pastoral Care Manager at St
Vincent’s Hospital Sydney, Jenny Washington, and co-presented by Rachael King. Two sessions
were held: (a) 11 April, facilitated by Paul Hueston at the Hobart Medical Institute Building,
Hobart. b) 7 May, facilitated by Brad Taylor, at Baptcare Mowbray Hub, Launceston.
Approximately 20 people attended these sessions across the state.
21 October: Modern Death Ways – the struggle for holism in Palliative Care Professor Michael
Ashby, Menzies Institute for Medical Research, Hobart
This event was attended by 45 people. The attraction was the speaker. Professor Ashby is the
Director of Palliative Care within the Tasmanian Health Service (THS)– Southern Region and
Royal Hobart Hospital. Professor Ashby’s dedication to this topic and his depth of knowledge and
experience ensured that this presentation was both informative and inspiring.
6 March 2020: A Day of Inspiration and Spiritual Renewal
Forty-five people, both SCA members and our Tasmanian colleagues, attended a wonderful day
with Pádraig Ó Tuama. It was a day that nurtured our souls and spirits and prepared us well for
what was to come in a few days – isolation in the light of the Coronavirus. Titled ‘Spirituality
for Carers’, this day was again sponsored by our friends at the Clarence Uniting Church, Bellerive.
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Victoria
The Victorian branch offered two major activities during 2019 – the SCA National Conference and
a series of professional development events co-sponsored with Spiritual Health Association and
ASACPEV.
‘Setting the GPS: Finding your way in spiritual care’ was the theme of the national conference
held 16-19 June 2019 at Melbourne’s Catholic Leadership Centre. The committee was Lina
Ayoubi, Luke Bowen, Annie Forrest and Christine Hennequin, with Stephen Delbridge as the chair.
Harriet Ziegler assisted in an ex officio capacity as did our professional conference organiser,
Jane Murray of Corporate Vision Events. This was SCA’s first experience of using a PCO and the
committee was unanimous in its appreciation of Jane’s work.
We were grateful to our many sponsors, particularly our gold sponsors, Uniting NSW/ACT and
Spiritual Health Association, and our silver sponsors, Uniting VIC/TAS, UnitingCare Qld and
Calvary Healthcare. All our sponsors and exhibitors made the Conference a much better event for
all. We were thrilled to host some 270 people from all around the country. The quality of the
speakers and workshop presenters was widely appreciated, as well as the usual opportunities for
networking and informal learning. An unexpected delight was the Spiritual Care Team from
Melbourne’s St Vincent’s Healthcare (the public hospital) being awarded a Best of Care award for
their outreach to people on the margins of society who use St V’s, a well-deserved recognition.
Congratulations!.

The 2019 Conference launched with a conversation between cartoonist and social commentator Michael Leunig (left) and
Conference committee chair Stephen Delbridge.
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Cooperative PD sessions – As in previous years, the Victorian branch’s major PD events were the
series of eight sessions organised largely by Spiritual Health Association, assisted by a
committee of people drawn also from SCA and ASACPEV. We were grateful to Cheryl Williams
and Danni Moore for their long service on this committee and accepted with regret their
resignations at the end of the year. Anh Hoang has taken up the role of representing SCA and its
membership for this program for 2020.
There were 288 attendances (some people attended multiple times) over the eight sessions.
Sessions included Professor Lynn Gillam on ethics; Dr Alan Gijsbers on addiction; Karen Lunney on
understanding the name of ‘spiritual care’; Dr Peter Bentley on shame and guilt; Russell
Armstrong on dignity in care; a multifaith panel on rituals in dying in Hindu, Buddhist and Jewish
faith traditions; Christine Hennequin on data collection; Dr Eleanor Flynn on a medical perspective
on spiritual care.
Sessions with Pádraig Ó Tuama – In February 2019, we were very pleased to have Irish poet,
theologian and peacemaker Pádraig O Tuama speak at two sessions – one on resolving conflict
and one as a retreat-style workshop using poetry, music and mindfulness. Again, in March 2020,
Pádraig gave a full-day workshop on enhancing practice through spiritual reflection. All were
well attended. We were grateful to Victorian member Nigel Stone for organising the 2020 event.
Looking to the future – Our committee is in need of generational change, a process which began
early in 2020. Anyone interested in getting involved is welcome to contact Stephen at
stephen.delbridge@austin.org.au
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Western Australia
SCA in WA is waking up after a bit of a rest and is now refreshed and ready for action. In 2019
an ad hoc planning group formed, consulted with the National SCA Board and officers, and
developed a plan for a revitalised professional community. The planning group members were
Nicola Frew and Rich Read (Royal Perth Hospital Wellbeing Officers), Bernadette Brady (Catholic
Homes Chaplain), Michael Hertz (Royal Perth Hospital Wellbeing and Pastoral Educator) and
Marilyn Price (Meaningful Ageing Australia Educator and Uniting Church Chaplain).
In early March 2020, seventy Spiritual Care professionals gathered at Wollaston Seminary’s
conference centre for a half day interactive event called ‘Futuring Spiritual Care and Being Well
in the Process’. Following that event, over forty of the attendees remained for a strategic
planning session led by Harriet Ziegler and members of the planning group.
There was significant energy and commitment for developing SCA WA for effective professional
education, networking and advocacy in Perth and regional communities throughout WA.
Of those participants, seven were nominated to serve on the initial leadership team: Annolies
Truman (King Edward Hospital Spiritual Care Coordinator), Cate Vose (Joondalup Hospital
Spiritual Care Coordinator), David Ladner (Silver Chain Chaplain), Nicola Frew, Michael Hertz,
Ron Speed (Bentley Hospital Wellbeing and Spiritual Care Officer) and Noelene
Topaz (Northam Hospital Palliative Care Nurse). That group will meet in mid-June to structure
itself and begin planning for at least three education and networking events before the end of
the year in a variety of physical and virtual venues.
The SCA community in WA celebrates with Royal Perth Hospital who were awarded the 2019 SCA
Best of Care award for that hospital’s innovative Centre for Wellbeing and Sustainable Practice.
CWSP grew out of the former Pastoral Care service. Under the banner of ‘wellbeing’
the CWSP team provides spiritual care and education for staff and patients, conducts
CPE for interdisciplinary clinicians and professionals, and is engaged in several ongoing research
projects.
We’re now wide awake in WA and looking forward to the education, networking and advocacy
work ahead. More information is available from Michael Hertz at
Michael.Hertz@health.wa.gov.au
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MEMBERSHIP
REPORT
38 Associate Members
17 Associate Student Members
47 Certified Advanced Members
53 Certified Members
25 Life Members
47 Members - Unwaged
106 Members - Waged
18 Organisation Members
9 Retired Members

360

TOTAL
MEMBERS

As 30 June 2020
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